
History Content Notes: The Haitian Revolution  

 Haiti was a French colony known as Saint-Domingue   

 The revolution was a slave uprising 

 Challenged beliefs about black inferiority and a slave’s ability to achieve  

 Struck fear into slave-owners across the new world  

 Was a revolution by the underrepresented majority  

 Slaves were treated unfairly and inhumanely even though they were present in greater 

numbers than white slave owners 

 While enlightenment ideas were present for the revolutionaries, the leaders of the French 

Revolution chose to not include slaves in documents such as The Declaration of the Rights of 

Man and the Citizen  

 Haiti gains its independence in 1804 and becomes a republic; also abolishes slavery  

 

History Content Notes: The Mexican War of Independence  

 Enlightenment ideas and other revolutions in the area get elites in New Spain thinking about 

relationship with crown  

 Many are dissatisfied with Bourbon Reforms (gave more power to the crown), recent 

economic crises, and the relationship between Spain and the colonies  

 Napoleon’s conquest of Spain gives revolutionary leaders reason to declare independence- 

there’s no rightful king  

 Leads to a coup against the government; it fails and the leaders are arrested  

 Defeat does not completely deter revolutionaries but they are scattered into different factions 

 Congress of Chilpancingo is held in 1813- Mexico declares independence and ratifies what would 

later become its first constitution  

 Different revolutionary factions unite in 1820-1821, Mexico gains independence in September of 

1821  

 Establishes Mexican Empire, which stretches from what is now the Southwest US to the 

bottom of Central America 

 The Mexican empire only lasts a year and a half before being reformed into a republic  

History Content Notes: Simon Bolivar and others in South America  

 Many South Americans had disputes with the Spanish crown over free trade and the 

relationship between the colonies and Spain 

 Small but growing groups are pushing for independence  

 Napoleon’s conquest of Spain gives revolutionary leaders reason to declare independence- 

there’s no rightful king  

 Wars for independence and the formation of republics form starting in 1811 

 Simon Bolivar is a revolutionary who wishes to lead the South American independence 

movement  

 He claims he is starting in 1813, and begins to be recognized as such in 1817 

 Bolivar and other revolutionary leaders lead various wars for independence 



 This leads to independence in Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia 

 Bolivar wishes to unite South American countries he helped free into Gran Columbia; believes 

this is only way to stand up against the Spanish  

 He achieves this in already freed areas in 1820 and becomes president  

 He then continues to free other parts of South America, until all of the land in the 

previous mentioned countries is free  

 The Spanish are not out of South America  

 Gran Columbia eventually breaks apart given internal fighting 

 Bolivar attempted to solve by consolidating power, which was only seen as against the 

independent movements and enlightenment ideas that had become popular  

 Bolivar attempts to make himself a temporary dictator, which cause more conflict  

 Gran Columbia eventually collapses in 1830, the same year Bolivar dies 

 Successor states are formed modeling what is around today  

The Greek War of Independence  

 Following French Revolution the traditional crowns in countries such as Austria move to restore 

order for monarchical control 

 Wish to put an end to chaotic Revolutions and maintain power 

 Monarchies torn when Greece revolts against the Ottoman Empire  

 On one hand they don’t like Revolutions and on the other they don’t like the Ottomans  

 Secret Organization called the Filiki Eteria wish to free Greece from Ottomans  

 Revolts eventually happen in Peloponnese and later in central Greece, Macedonia, and 

Crete  

 Ottomans team up with their vassals in Egypt to retake most of Greece  

 Both sides commit massacres against each other 

 Chios massacre, where Ottomans killed tens of thousands of Greeks, brings support to 

Greece  

 French, British, and Russians eventually join to help Greece gain independence  

 With support, Greece eventually negotiates for its independence after 11 total years of 

fighting  

 Primary desires for independence date to Greek nationalism, the Greek-Orthodox Church, and 

the Enlightenment  

Xinhai Revolution/Chinese Revolution (different than the communist one) 

 The revolution arose because of the decline of the Qing Dynasty 

 It was unable to modernize China and confront foreign aggression 

 The Opium Wars had weakened the Dynasty; so to had the growing power of Imperial 

Japan   

 Frequent floods and famines; people generally unhappy  

 Anti-Qing revolution begins and a civil war starts 

 Only lasted four months  

 The two sides reach an agreement to form a Republic 

  ends 2000 years of imperial rule in China 



*This lesson matters because it expands students’ knowledge on both the age of Revolution and the 

globe. By using revolutions from areas other than those that are typically taught, students gain 

knowledge of the history of people besides those in America and Western Europe. This lesson also 

allows students to develop research skills and to work together. Students can apply what they have 

already learned, and can then use each other’s research to further their understanding.  

 


